The dramaturgy and the essays of Maurice Maeterlinck are the starting point for essential changes in the art of theatre representation, marking the transition from realism, which had become naturalist, towards a theatre in which the essence and theatricality conduct to a revitalization of the theatre. The Russian directors V.E. Meyerhold and K.S. Stanislavsky are two of the most important theatre personalities who have searched for the new forms of theatre. Analyzing the first steps of Meyerhold's directing, it is easy to see that the symbolist roots of theatre making can be found in the French theatre art, also inspired by Maeterlinck. Stanislavsky, the master from The Moscow Art Theatre, was also the first director to stage The Blue Bird, before the text was even published. We shall follow, in the next pages, fragments from the Russian theatre which refer to these episodes.
performing method in theatre, as it is useless to debate the success of Chekhov's plays on the Russian stages. What we aim to do is to follow a page from the memory of theatre in which, in order to save it from outdating, at least from an aesthetical point of view, a symbolist stage was necessary.
Although it may seem pretentious and hard to believe, the audience, especially the Russian critics, associated the Moscow Art Theatre with Chekhov's personality, who had yielded, after prolonged persistence from Dancenko, to give royalties for The Seagull to be directed by Stanislavsky. Although he was sure to give up writing theatre, Chekhov continued to write after the 1898 success with the abovementioned play. Moscow's theatre seasons couldn't spare Chekhov's plays, so Leonid Andreev, oriented towards an expressionist and symbolist aesthetics, called The Moscow Art Theatre a theatre of Chekhov.
In Western Europe, at the end of the 19 th century, theatre had begun an arena in which partisans of the symbolist movement opposed resistance to the realist-naturalist direction. The last one, supporting itself on solid, yet outdated, traditions, had become the main objective of different European cultural centers, such as Berlin (The Free Stage), or Paris (The Free Theatre) and, somewhere, in the Eastern border of Europe, in Moscow (The Art Theatre). As the ideas, tendencies and currents circulated with great swiftness, Moscow soon embraced the symbolist movement, so the Russian symbolist artists blamed the so-called realist clichés from literature and, later, from the performing arts. Valeri Iakovlevici Briusov accused in his article The Worthless Truth that Stanislavsky's theatre had not discovered a new aesthetical direction, but that it deepened the European techniques. The same idea was shared by V.E. Meyerhold, who called The Art Theatre's techniques copies after Meiningen's. After 1904, the year of Chekhov's death, The Art Theatre passed through a sort of reportorial crisis, attacked from various directions and constrained to offer novelties to his audiences.
As a consequence, Stanislavsky and Dancenko proposed, as a reportorial extension for the psychological-realist theatre, a technique handy to the Russian actors, a new trend towards experiment. How else could we name the attempt to stage a symbolist text, lacking the foundation of a classical theatre performance, respectively the authenticity and the psychology? Stanislavsky tries with the three one-act plays by Maurice Maeterlinck -Interior, Blindmen and The Intruder (1904) , advised by Chekhov to stage them as soon as they were translated into Russian. The stakes were to try and reconstitute the atmosphere of the texts and the character's transparency, things which were hard to approach from a structural point of view. However, the texts are staged at The Art Theatre with great effort from the director, who changes radically the scenic approach. Cloths -loved so much by the symbolists -are used in The Intruder, Stanislavsky marks death's presence in the room by waving a curtain lowered from the strut. Different necessities regarding the transformation of the real or rather creating and alternative reality transfigured the stage into a vivant image which slowly became animated once the cloth -barrier of perception -unraveled the actors' silhouettes, standing still into a picture-like framing. The light, an essential element in Stanislavsky's new theatre, became a central element for creating the atmosphere. The director's searches focused on working with vanguardist visual artists, from which he received suggestions and scenic solutions. Stanislavsky discovered the theatricality that Meyerhold would also use, and searched in this direction.
Maeterlinck's triptych was not a great success for The Art Theatre, as Vasili Leonid Andreev notes in Letters About A Theatre 1 , observing that Stanislavsky tried to adapt a theatrical non-realism through realist and psychological forms, a matter which Meyerhold also signals: the failure was due to the actors' incapacity to give their characters more vigorous and nonrealist strokes, specific to Maeterlinck's theatre.
The new method of directing could not replace the theatrical tradition of The Art Theatre, even if it hadn't been a very long one. However, the audience got accustomed to seeing realist performances. The moment constitutes a good occasion for creating The Studio (1905) , similar to the one from Povarskaya Street, under Meyerhold's attendance. Under the slogan "Realism is dead", the research on plasticity, voice and performing manner, brougth Meyerhold's shows close to the aesthetic of the Parisians Lugne-Poe and Camille Mauclair, which had a directing start similar to French tendencies. A first stage of Meyerhold's work style is, thus, of French descendance.
After leaving the Art Theatre in 1902, Meyerhold went to Herson (Ukraine), followed by some young actors formed in Moscow, and he created the Russian Actors' Group. Their first show was Three Sisters by Chekhov and afterwards they staged plays by Ostrovski, Hauptmann, Tolstoy or Ibsen. Meyerhold created audiences for classical approaches, but he also tested symbolist texts, such as The Golden Fleece by Polonais Przybyszewski, in the author's presence. The staging confused the audiences, because the director opted for the performance to be played in total darkness.
After establishing his new theatre, Meyerhold went on tour in Sevastopol where, under the name of Nights of the New Theatre, he presented to the public a poetic recital from two symbolist texts -The Last Masks by Arthur Schnitzler and The Intruder by Maurice Maeterlinck, as well as scenes with living pictures. In 1903, Meyerhold's group became The New Drama Association, on which Aleksej Remizov noted that they guided themselves towards a mysterious theatre, with sacred elements, lacking mimicry and realist veracity.
It is important to state that Stanislavsky never staged any of Maeterlinck's texts, until after Meyerhold had staged them. About The Blindmen by Maeterlinck, staged by Stanislavsky, Novosti dnia magazine wrote: "It is essential that The Art Theatre translated the play from a minor register to a major one. In Maeterlinck's plays there is a fear and an incommensurable sadness. For him, the only truth about life is death. At The Art Theatre, the play almost became a hymn of light, a courageous soar towards the future, a promising future, reminding, lastly, of the victory on darkness. Youth shall conquer blindness, it shall scatter the darkness, shall annihilate death. This is what we felt in the intonations, in the text's inflections, which, through its oddness and obscurity, has many interpretative possibilities; this is what the gestures translate. The accent was not on death, but on blindness as an allegory. The dead priest that Maeterlinck appointed to be the chief of the blindmen was forgotten in a corner; he was never in the center of the play" 2 . Stanislavsky's memoirs referring to the actors' first encounter with the text prove them as untrained to embrace the new performing tendencies. The director remembers that the first readings of The Blindmen were hilarious. Everything seemed to be ridiculous and the actors tried to say the words in a theatrical manner, with deep inflections and, yet, with superficiality. But during rehearsals, they found a kind of mysterious way of saying the lines, they appealed to continuous movement which reflected the interior changes of the characters, as well as gloomy mimicry.
2 "Il est significatif que le Théâtre a fait passer la pièce du mode mineur au mode majeur. Il y a chez Maeterlinck une angoisse et une tristesse indépassables. Pour lui la seule vérité de la vie est dans la mort. Au Théâtre, la pièce est presque devenue un hymne à la lumière, un élan hardi vers l'avenir, un avenir prometteur, annonçant la victoire sur les ténèbres, surtout à la fin. La jeunesse vaincra la cécité, dissipera les ténèbres, anéantira la mort. C'est ce qu'on sentait dans les intonations, dans les infléchissements du texte, texte qui par son caractère ondoyant et obscur laisse de grandes possibilités d'interprétation; c'est ce que suggérait la gestuelle. L'accent était mis non sur la mort, mais sur la cécité comme allégorie. Le prêtre mort que Maeterlinck place à la tête des aveugles était relégué dans un coin; il n'était presque jamais au centre de la pièce." Source: Gérard Abensour, Le symbolisme en Russie, Varia, nr. 45, 2004, p. 595. In 1905 Meyerhold stages, in Stanislavsky's Studio, The Death of Tintagiles, a text written by Maeterlinck for puppetry theatre. Both the master and the disciple understand that the fantasy should replace the veracity in the new art theatre, and that the techniques of modern direction should respond to the contemporary temptations of the new drama. Meyerhold had noticed that Maeterlinck used a minimal vocabulary, a group of words which actually comprise the essence of tension and emotion. Beyond the word there is an interior dialogue that the actors have to understand and assume in order to transmit it to the public. This is why the focus is no longer on the text, which is still important, but on the movement, the gesture and the interior feelings. It is necessary to remind some things about the subject of the play: two sisters, Ygraine and Boulanger, try to save their brother, little Tintagiles, from the arms of their grandmother -symbol of the death. Despite their efforts, the little boy arrives to the castle from which no one comes back.
Scale model for Interior by Maurice Maeterlinck staged at The Moscow Art Theatre (1904) In the staging of Tintagiles' Death, Meyerhold gives up on dimensional scenery, choosing a painted cloth which suggested the space. Ilya Satz was the musical composer, and the music became a character along the actors on stage. The performance took place in obscurity, so the audience could see only the silhouettes of the actors. During a public rehearsal, Stanislavsky stands up and demands for the light to be turned on. The rehearsal finishes and the audience leaves. So, Meyerhold's show is stopped. "In Meyerhold's hands the actors became the clay out of which he molded his striking groupings and mises-en-scene. All he had done was to demonstrate his principles, ideas and experiments; he didn't succeed in embodying them in a satisfactory artistic form." 3 Despite Meyerhold's failure at staging Tintagiles' Death, because of the group's disparity, Valery Bryusov referred to the show as to the most interesting staging he had ever seen.
Meyerhold continued his research from Ukraine, this time in Tifis, where he had already been with his theatre company. Here he stages again The Death of Tintagiles, but in a different manner, and the critics acclaim his Georgian success. Before the show, Meyerhold stood before the audience and asked the public to imagine that the queen from the show would really abduct one of their loved ones. The curtain rose. A green space, depicting Tintagiles' last moments, was the central element on stage. Everywhere there were cloths and the music began the show as it also accompanied the transitional moments. The costumes resembled the ones from his former staging. This time, however, the director was pleased with the show and he also said so in a letter sent to his wife.
Meyerhold's first big success is the staging of the miracle The Sister Beatrice by Maeterlinck, in 1906, at The Komissarzhevskaya Dramatic Theatre in Sankt Petersburg. Although the censorship suggested eliminating the word "miracle" from the original text, removing the statue of Virgin Mary and of certain religious songs, the text was welcomed by the Russian elite. Sorina Bălănescu wrote about this moment in the preface to Meyerhold's volume, About the Theatre: "Directing The Burial in the show Sister Beatrice, Meyerhold demonstrates a musical fanatasy which surpasses, through the power of lyrical and mystical emotion, everything that the audience and performers had ever experienced before." 4
The show depicted images similar to those in pre-Raphaelite paintings, endeared by Maeterlinck. The wall of a gothic edifice painted in gray, green and purple, was the central element of the scenery. A few upholsteries shone in silver nuances, and the nuns wore blue costumes with gray vests. The characters moved in a precise choreography, from the left to the right, and the group of the poor counterbalanced the stage by being placed in the left part of the emplacement. The scenic harmony was constructed thoroughly. The actors' performances, near the public, created a feeling of intimacy. In the scene of Beatrice's persecution, A.K. Liadov's music, played on the organ, flooded the stage, while the nuns coming through the altar exclaimed: Miracle! Miracle! Miracle!, creating a strong impression on the audience. "The actors didn't act in this production. They conducted a religious service!" 5 , as Aleksandr Mgebrov confessed. Also Alexander Blok enthusiastically saluted this show. Meyerhold stopped for the last time on Maeterlinck's texts with Pelléas and Mélisande, which was disapproved by the critics, which led to his dismissal from The Komissarzhevskaya Dramatic Theatre. It is worth mentioning that prior to the opening of the Studio, Meyerhold had worked on the model for a possible show on a play by Maeterlinck -The Seven Princesses.
Sister Beatrice directed by Vsevold Meyerhold -Komissarzhevskaya Dramatic Theatre (1906) -As we have noticed, Meyerhold's first attempts are to direct Maeterlinck's plays. Although he had staged Chekhov and other already established authors, the leap towards a transformation of the aesthetics and directing was accomplished through analyzing the symbolist theatre.
Although he had received the text in 1906, Stanislavsky didn't stage The Blue Bird until in 1908, the year which celebrated the tenth season for The Moscow Art Theatre. The Russian master had trouble in staging this text, because, this time, he had to show to his audience something which was hard to depict. Maeterlinck's fairy tale needed 150 rehearsals in order to premiere. In a letter sent to Paris, the director apologised to the author for the unexpected delay. Against all difficulties, the team opted for the quality of the show, which had to be optimal in order to be presented to the public.
Maeterlinck was promised to be financially rewarded for his lenience for the new term for the premiere, which, by the way, the author missed. Stanislavsky understood that the first step towards understanding the text was to appeal to a child's naivete, enjoying the pleasure of play. Amongst the suggestions from his actors, the most important one regarded observing animals and children. This will be the certain path towards the success of the show, which should express an interior play and should not be mystical and difficult to understand. The director observed that the text has a mystical dimension, linked to a certain zone of interpretation, partially differing to Maeterlinck's suggestions, which would also estrange The Blue Bird from the seriousness and the greatness of the subject. All of Stanislavsky doubts regarding the scenic necessities were transmitted to the author, who allowed him the liberty of staging the text as he pleased. Maeterlinck's biggest concern was that the parts of Tyltyl and Mytyl were performed by adult actors and not by children; Stanislavsky answered this concern with great diplomacy, saying that he cannot force children to concentrate during prolonged rehearsals, sometimes lasting until midnight.
Although in the performance programme Stanislavsky figures as producer and L.A. Sylerzhitsky and I.M. Moskvin are mentioned as directors, clearly the master had conducted the rehearsals. The scenery created by V. E. Yegorov respected Maeterlinck's specifications. The modest forester's house is enclosed by Tyltyl's and Mytyl's swings. The transformation of the forester's house into a dreamlike space was a novelty for that time. The thousands of cracks which filled the scenery were filled by light and, all of a sudden, sparkles flooded the stage. All the fabulous elements appeared very naturally, so the souls of the animals and objects depicted onstage were not at all strange. Similar to Gordon Craig's sceneries, stone walls and steps traveled through the stage in the Fairy's Palace. A particular moment was The Light's entrance. Before she appeared, the audience heard a sublime choir, singing a Russian religious song.
The images in The Night Palace were also minutely prepared. Black nets flooded the stage and beyond them one might behold the Milky Way. On a throne surrounded by stars there was The Night, wearing huge wings. Oliver M. Sayler, who saw the magnificent show twice, noted in his The Russian Theatre Under the Revolution: "I am sure that no other stage picture, no other work of art in any field, has ever recreated and interpreted for me the awful stillness of the night as this scene did the moment the curtains parted. By line and by lighting Stanislavsky has achieved an unbelievable vastness." 6 Although Stanislavsky gave up on some of the scenes, keeping only the key-moments, partly because some of the parts of the show scared the children from the audience, Maeterlinck admitted in one of his letters that the success of the play was due to this Russian creator. Often, the theatre received letters that asked the director to give away tickets for the children who had never seen the show. The Blue Bird was one of the great successes of The Art Theatre and also one of the most acclaimed stagings on Maeterlinck's texts. The four hour show kept the audience breathless.
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